OUR RESPONSIBILITY...

Transportation is the keystone of social justice and as such we serve a higher purpose by enhancing mobility at large.
Mobility Mine

Bill Long
We believe that the future is in the cloud...

... a cloud called Mobility Mine

We make data readily available and bring it into a form and a place that is most useful, a Cloud called Mobility Mine. This creates the interface between Transit, riders by way of the Internet of Things. This is a game changer.
Mobility Mine is a cloud based service connecting riders, transit, and agents...

We do this by:

- Creating a structured cloud based interface to the Agency
- Installing and maintaining the Mobility Mine On Board System on buses and subway fare gates
- Enabling 3rd party agents to provide transit payment solutions

This document contains information originated or owned by Mobility Mine. Neither this document nor the information disclosed herein shall be reproduced or transferred to other documents or used or disclosed to others for manufacturing or any other purpose except as specifically authorized in writing by Mobility Mine.
Mobility Mine creates the interface between the transit agencies and the public... by way of the Internet of Things
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